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Memorization 

�َس ٱۡ
ِ�ر� أَن ُ�َو
�وْا ُوُ�وَھُ�ۡم ِ�َ�َل ٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِرِق َوٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِر�ِ ۞ ۡ�
 �ِ�ن� ٱۡ
ِ�ر ـٰ 
َوَ  

 (e)  ِب ـٰ �َ�ِ
ٕٓ(ِ'َ&ِ  (d) َوٱۡ ـٰ +َ	َ
�ۡوِم ٱۡ.َِ-ِر  (c) َوٱَۡ
ِ  (b) َوٱۡ �01ِ� (a)  َن	ۡن َءاَ	(1)َ
نَ  ـۧ 5��ِ �6
 َوٱ

ِ��نَ  (4)   ـٰ 7َ	َ
َ	(c) ٰ8 َوٱۡ ـٰ �َ�َ
ِ=ۦ(a) َذِوى ٱۡ
9ُۡر(b)  8ٰ�َ َوٱۡ (2) َوَءا8�َ ٱۡ
َ	@َل َ?+8َٰ ُ<�5
ِ��لِ  �7
�نَ  )d( َوٱۡ�َن ٱِ+ِ)ٕٓ@ �7
َ�@ِب  )e( َوٱ َو8Aِ ٱ
ر5  

َ+ٰوةَ  �C
 (3)َوأََ�@َم ٱ

Dَٰوةَ  � (4) َوَءا8�َ ٱ
ز

Hَُدواْ  ۖ ـٰ  (5)َوٱۡ
ُ	وAُوَن HۡJَ�ِِدِھۡم إَِذا َ?

ٓاءِ (c) َوِ<�َن ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ  ۗ  �ر �M
ِ�ِر�نَ  8ِA  (a) ٱۡ
7َLۡ�َ@ٓءِ (b) َوٱ ـٰ �C
 (6)َوٱ

�ِذ�َن Cََد�ُواْ 
ٕٓ(َِك ٱ ـٰ 
�9ُوَن  ۖأُْوَ�	ُ
ٕٓ(َِك ُھُم ٱۡ ـٰ 
)١٧٧( َوأُْوَ  

It is not Al-Birr (piety, righteousness, and each and every act of obedience to Allâh, etc.) that you turn 

your faces towards east and (or) west (in prayers); but Al-Birr is 

(1)(the quality of) the one who believes (1) in Allâh, (2)  the Last Day, (3) the Angels, (4)  the Book, (5)  

the Prophets[] 



(2)and gives his wealth, in spite of love for it, to (1) the kinsfolk, (2) to the orphans, and (3)  to Al-

Masâkin (the needy poor), and (4) to the wayfarer ( cut off from all his money) , and (5) to those who 

ask, and (6) to set slaves ( or jailed innocent ones)  free,  

(3)performs As-Salât (Iqâmat-as-Salât), and  

(4)gives the Zakât,  

(5)and who fulfill their covenant when they make it, 

(6)and who are patientin (1) extreme poverty and (2) ailment (disease) and (3) at the time of fighting 

(during the battles).  

Such are the people of the truth and they are Al-Muttaqûn (pious - see V.2:2) (177) 

Memorize: ِۡ�ِرب	َ
�َس ٱۡ
�ِر� أَن ُ�َو
�وْا ُوُ�وَھُ�ۡم �َِ�َل ٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِرِق َوٱۡۡ�
 

 

 ��َس ٱۡ
�ِرۡ�
/ It is not Al-Birr (piety, righteousness, and each and every act of obedience to Allâh, 

etc.).  ِّر�
�َس ٱۡۡ�
/ ‘LaisaAl Birra’ means‘It’s not the good’  / ‘ it is not to be among the Abrar’. 

�َس ۡ�
 is negation / nafi /  . 

  .includes all different types of Al Birr/ goodness – it is not with one particular actionٱۡ
ِ�رّ 

 

 



 that you turn your faces towards east and (or) west /  أَن ُ�َو
�وْا ُوُ�وَھُ�ۡم ِ�َ�َل ٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِرِق َوٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِربِ 

(in prayers) � Al Birr is NOT the physical actions ( of turning your face at & west)  meaning 

your faces  

  is from walla /  meaning to turn / to  face  ُ�َو
�واْ �أَن ُ�َو
�واْ 

    ‘ is  from  /’ all your faces    ُوُ�وَھُ�مۡ 

 ’refers to / naahiya  meaning ‘towards  ِ�َ�لَ 

 is called makaanshuruq ( indicating the east )  al shams ( indicating place). So     ٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِرقِ 

      ’means the place of the east, that is, ‘ the place of sunrise   ٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِرقِ 

 ’is called makaanghurub al shams , meaning‘ the place of  sunset  َوٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِربِ 

Memorize : �ِ�ن� ٱۡ
ِ�ر ـٰ 
 ’but Al-Birr is ‘ /  َوَ

What is the real Al Birr ?  

 

 

Memorize : 



ِب  (5)  ـٰ �َ�ِ
ٕٓ(َِ'ِ& (4) َوٱۡ ـٰ +َ	َ
�ۡوِم ٱۡ.َِ-ِر  (3) َوٱَۡ
ِ  (2) َوٱۡ �(A) َ	ۡن َءاَ	َن  01�ِ (1)
َن  ـۧ 5��ِ �6
 (A)(the quality of) the one who believes (1) in Allâh, (2)  the Last Day, (3) the Angels, (4)  theَوٱ

Book, (5)  the Prophets 

Memorize : 

 (B) َوَءا8�َ ٱۡ
َ	@َل َ?+8َٰ ُ<�5ِ=ۦ

 

The Wealth that he loves overpoweringly is given to whom ? :Memorize : 

ِ��َن (4)  َوٱۡ�َن  ـٰ 7َ	َ
َ	8ٰ (3) َوٱۡ ـٰ �َ�َ
(B) َوَءا8�َ ٱۡ
َ	@َل َ?َ+8ٰ ُ<�5ِ=ۦ َذِوى ٱۡ
9ُۡر8ٰ�َ  (2) َوٱۡ
ِ��ِل  �7
�َن ) 5(ٱِ+ِ)ٕٓ@ �7
َ�@ِب  ) 6(َوٱ َو8Aِ ٱ
ر5  

(B)and gives his wealth, in spite of love for it, to (1) the kinsfolk, (2) to the orphans, and (3)  to Al-

Masâkin (the needy poor), and (4) to the wayfarer ( cut off from all his money) , and (5) to those who 

ask, and (6) to set slaves ( or jailed innocent ones)  free,  

 



Memorize :ٰوة+َ �C
Dَٰوة(C)  َوأََ�@َم ٱ � (D) َوَءا8�َ ٱ
ز

Hَُدواْ  ۖ ـٰ  (E)َوٱۡ
ُ	وAُوَن �HۡJَِِدِھۡم إَِذا َ?

 

Memorize : 

ٓاءِ (c) َوِ<�َن ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ  ۗ   �ر �M
ِ�ِر�نَ   8Aِ  (a) ٱۡ
7َLۡ�َ@ٓءِ (b) َوٱ ـٰ �C
 (6)َوٱ

 

 

 



ِ�ِر�نَ  ـٰ �C
is to َوٱ   /  feel pleased -  to have self controlso that one 

refrains from complaining & from not feeling contented . 

3 cases to be saabirin / patient : )a  ( ِ7َ@ٓءLۡ�َ
ٓاءِ ) 8Aِ)b ٱۡ �ر �M
    َۗوِ<�َن ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ ) c(َوٱ

)a  ( ِ7َ@ٓءLۡ�َ
8ِA ٱۡ -  is  / fihaalat al bu*s /’ in hardship’ and     / faqr / ‘poor’.   

)b ( ِٓاء �ر �M
َوٱ - And Harm from   / From illness  or  

  / from any painful decree( sickness)  

)c ( ِسLۡ�َ
  َۗوِ<�َن ٱۡ

NOTE :7َ@ٓءLۡ�َ
 is to be in poverty , something   ٱۡ
7َLۡ�َ@ٓء  : look the same but they differ  ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ &ٱۡ

he does not have ; whereas  ِسLۡ�َ
 ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ see following notes explaining -  ٱۡ

***** 

CONT : TAFSEER AL BAQARAH 2/177 Jan 22 , 2013 

May Allah Bless your step & Give you the best reward in this world & the Hereafter . May Allah 

unite us . To be united is when the heart is united. Maybe people are (physically) separated from 

us , but what is important is that we are united in the heart.  It may be that people are physically 

together/united but they are apart at heart . May Allah unite our heart all the time for His Sake. 

Allah will appreciate this . May Allah Preserve & Give barakah when you meet your friend for 

the sake of Allah to study together to acquire knowledge. Amin  

Al Birr wa Al Abrar(continue) 

Al Abrar have other names .We had done ‘ AsSaabirin ‘. Sabr is important but it is a conclusion 

for the characteristic.  You need sabr for Al Iman,  for the belief :    

 (e)  ِب ـٰ �َ�ِ
ٕٓ(ِ'َِ& (d) َوٱۡ ـٰ +َ	َ
�ۡوِم ٱۡ.َِ-ِر  (c) َوٱَۡ
ِ  (b) َوٱۡ �01�ِ (a)  َن	ۡن َءاَ	(1) َ
َن    ـۧ 5��ِ �6
/ َوٱ (1)(the quality of) the one who believes (1) in Allâh, (2)  the Last Day, (3) the Angels, (4)  

the Book, (5)  the Prophets  
You need sabrfor : 

 ’and gives his wealth, in spite of love for it‘ /  َوَءا8�َ ٱۡ
َ	@َل َ?َ+8ٰ ُ<�5=ِ 



َ+ٰوةَ  �C
 ,performs As-Salât (Iqâmat-as-Salât)(3) /    .(3)  َوأََ�@َم ٱ

Dَٰوةَ  � ,gives the Zakât(4)  /    (4) َوَءا8�َ ٱ
ز

Hَُدواْ  ۖ ـٰ  ,and who fulfill their covenant when they make it(5)/   (5)َوٱۡ
ُ	وAُوَن HۡJَ�ِِدِھۡم إَِذا َ?

Allah said َن�ِ�ِر ـٰ �C
 meaning people who are really sabirin doing diff types of abr. There are 3َوٱ

types of sabr  mentioned this  Ayat 2/177  -  

ٓاءِ (c) َوِ<�َن ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ  ۗ   �ر �M
ِ�ِر�نَ   8Aِ  (a) ٱۡ
7َLۡ�َ@ٓءِ (b) َوٱ ـٰ �C
 and who are(6) /(6)َوٱ

patientin (a) extreme poverty and (b) ailment (disease) and (c) at the time of fighting (during the 

battles).  

Those who are sabr when in poverty or in need – it is not that what he had , was taken away but 

he just does not have (a need) . This desperate person may have some sickness of the heart or 

maybe he will sin – so he need sabr which is / al sabr ‘alama’siah 

because a person in need can commit sin or have sickness in the heart ( which is a sin) . This  

is ِ7َ@ٓءLۡ�َ
 .8Aِ / in extreme poverty ٱۡ

 The other cause to sabris ِٓاء �ر �M
   .harm’ or ‘ailment (disease)’ which is a painful decree‘ /َوٱ

This is   / As Sabr ‘ala al aqdar al mu*limah/  ‘Assabr on the painful 

decree from Allah ‘ .  

The BEST among all types of sabr is the 3
rd

 kind of sabr :Sabr at the time of fighting  

ٓاءِ (c) َوِ<�َن ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ  ۗ �ر �M
ِ�ِر�نَ   8Aِ  (a) ٱۡ
7َLۡ�َ@ٓءِ (b) َوٱ ـٰ �C
 and who are(6) /(6)َوٱ

patientin (a) extreme poverty and (b) ailment (disease) and (c) at the time of fighting (during the 

battles).  

You can sabr all good. Even sabr has different levels. You are patient owing to the different 

causes/ triggering factors  that warrant  the sabr . The persons are all as saabirin but  َن�َوِ<
 isthe higher degreeof triggering factor compared  than the others. Most of us think that theٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ  ۗ

best sabr is the sabr at the onset of the painful decree from Allah .But  sabr during a calamity or 

illness is actually the LEAST type of sabr - he is indeedsabr but it is sabrat the least level of 

triggering factor( i.e. calamity through painful decree from Allah). 

Poverty or illness ( painful decree of Allah)  is a lower level of  triggering factor that warrants 

sabr� Whether a person is sabr or not, there is still hardship ( i.e.  he is still sick or poor 

whether he is sabr or not).  



But  ۗ  ِسLۡ�َ
�نَ  ٱۡ>ِ◌َ  /  ‘at the time of fighting’ is the highest level of triggering factor which 

warrants sabr.   ۗ  ِسLۡ�َ
is   َوِ<�َن ٱۡ   / hiinaqitaal ‘al  a’da* ‘inda al 

jihad fi sabilillah  / ‘fighting at the time of facing an enemy’ ie ‘jihad fi sabilillah ( have rules) ’  

.Allah oblige on the sahabah – as seen in Quran . ِسLۡ�َ
 was in the time when Rasulullah  َوِ<�َن ٱۡ

was revealed the verse  ‘ you need to fight the enemies ‘. This is difficult & they have a choice 

(whether to fight or not). It was not a painful decree of Allah where one has no choice eg to be 

sick or not, so one has to sabr  . 

One has a choice to fight or not, in the case of fighting fi sabilillah. So when they go to fight 

,sabr is needed. This is a highlevel of sabr since they HAVE a choice . Allah command us to do 

many obligatory ibadahegsolat , fasting, zakat , obey husband, be good to people , qaul al 

hasanan. You have a CHOICE to do it or not . But if you are sabr on an ibadah(  & you do it), 

this is the best level of sabr . Whereas sabr after a calamity befalls you , where you have no 

choice BUT to be sabr in facing that calamity, is a lower level of sabr ( because you have NO 

choice) . 

Are every obligatory ibadah difficult on you ? No. Some are easy . You want to get the best type 

of sabr from the least type of obligation. Sabr means I control myself so that I do not complain, 

& I am accepting.  Sabr will not arise when we do the ibadah we desire eg acquiring is an 

ibadah . It is easy for some but you need sabr in the beginning. You have a choice to come or to 

miss the classes . Your time will now be constrained as a student . Hence sabr is needed to come 

to class . 

This Ayat mention about jihad because this is a great ibadah . Everyone has a different jihad –

egsolat, hijab, fasting, being good to people. When you do this, you need sabr .Allah call this 

 َوِ<�َن ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ 

Allah mention  َن�ِ�ِر ـٰ �C
 these are the REAL ABRAR . This Ayat is telling us not to focus on  -  َوٱ

the small things in the religion & forget on the major things. People dispute where to put the 

hand, the feet , the finger – these are minor . The major issue is to ESTABLISH  SOLAT. May 

Allah make us among the As Saabirin . When you do jihad against yourself , it will depend on 

what you need to achieve that. It was hard for the Sahabat of the Nabisalallahualaihiwasalam to 

go to jihad in GhazwatBadr , etc. After GhazwatUhud , where they were defeated , Allah 

commanded them to fight the disbelievers again .  It was difficult since they lost in 

GhazwatUhud, so sabr was needed . So they made jihad against themselves  & they went to fight. 

They came back without any fight – it was just a test for their truthfulness only. Jihad fi annafs 

is like fishing in the ocean. Jihad fi an nafs is for Allah , fisabilillah. So do not be afraid . You 

are not alone in being beingsaabirin for Allah. Do not fear – Shaitan will whisper for you not to 

be sabr in the 3 areas . Or he will whisper to another person to whisper to you not to sabr. 



 8Aِ  / ‘extreme poverty’ is where a person who is in need but he is sinning . He is ٱۡ
7َLۡ�َ@ٓءِ 

commitinga sin to fulfill a need . There is a need but they fulfill it sinfully. When you want to 

commit a sin ( eg to slander, back bite , to have hasad - all to fulfill a need ),the do jihad fi an 

nafs fi sabilillah . Sickness of the heart is mushkila – you need sabr at this time of need;  sogo 

against your nafs ( so you will not back bite , to feel jealous, etc) .   ِ7َ@ٓءLۡ�َ
 8Aِ  / ‘extreme ٱۡ

poverty’ is where will always try to put you down with its whispers  : “no, you cannot “ .  

When some trial befalls you (like   ِآء �ر �M
 sickness) , you think Allah want to punish you this / َوٱ

way ; BUT do not think of the sickness as a punishment . Instead , think of it as “ it’s a mercy 

because I am still alive. It is good for me” .Jaza* is in the Day of Judgement .Negative 

thinkingcauses impatience / non-sabr ( because he does not understand why this happen ) . But 

with positive thinking make you sabrie when you know that “ Allah is Merciful. Whatever Allah 

do is for the best . This ( illness) is not a punishment but it is for my best “ , you actually feel 

good. This help you to be patient / sabr in the way of dzikr Allah / remembrance of Allah.   

Satan always try to fill you with self pityeg“ miskiiin , no one is calling you ! “ ( Smile ! I can 

just hear sister Emansaying  “miskiiiiin “ ... so cute. Miss her so much ). Satan put self pity in 

you to make you feel down &depressed ; hence losing your sabr. When you feel you have no 

hope at all, you will start complaining (even in your heart) . Then you feel that life is dark( 

filled with unhappiness, resulting in you having a defeatist self-concept ). This makes you fail as 

AsSaabirin ِآء �ر �M
  .at time of illness /  ٱ

 is where there is some ( obligatory)  Ibadah which when done with jihad , this one  َوِ<�َن ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ  ۗ

ibadah will elevate you. Shaitan will whisper “ No , you cannot wake up Fajr “ .When you try to 

do jihad against yourself , shaitan will put you down so that you feel weak till you say , “ No , I 

cannot do it “. Jihad - getthe highest reward.  

 



 

These are the 3 types of sabr : 

(1) Saabirinat the time of you having a choice( whether to do an ibadah or not.) Saabirin at 

the time of (obligatory)  ibadah� ِسLۡ�َ
 the best type kind of  triggering factor )  َوِ<�َن ٱۡ

that needs  sabr) 

(2) Saabirin at time to abstain from sinning ( eg poverty) � ِ7َ@ٓءLۡ�َ
 8Aِۗ ( the middle type ٱۡ

kind of  triggering factor that needs  sabr) 

(3) Saabirirn at the time of painful decree of Allah( eg illness)� ِٓاء �ر �M
  the least kind of)  َوٱ

triggering factor that needs sabr) - hence  the best kind of sabr is  ِسLۡ�َ
 because  َوِ<�َن ٱۡ

we need to make jihad against ourselves to attain this sabr& do the ibadah. 

Humans know sabr is good because Allah Says so, and this is one of the characteristic of Al 

Abrar but we need reward to be motivated .Saabirin is not just doing something but saabirin is 

holding yourself from saying negatively or complain ( this is an ibadah) . Just holding yourself 

from saying anything ( negatively) is, by itself,  an ibadah. Ulamak say “ you cannot find any 

other ibadahlike As Sabr in the reward.” . He said every other ibadah( exceptsabr has an 

assigned reward ). But the reward for sabr is unlimited ie “ bighairyhisaab” / without any 

accounting. So do not even lose out on even the SMALL opportunities to be patient / sabr.  

We need to try slowly, slowly – develop ourselves from having small sabr to bigger, bigger sabr. 

Sabr is needed all through our life – either in doing an ibadah I want to do or in refraining from 

doing a sin or in being sabr when facing a decree which I am not pleased with ( may not be a 

painful decree) . We are often not happy with many things in our lives – it may not be a big 

problem but it may be anything that we are not happy with, whether it is concerning people or 

others. We are missing the small opportunitiesfor unlimited reward ie reward“ bighairyhisaab” 

/ without any accounting. 

Sometimes you are waiting for that big calamity so that you can be patient – but it will not come 

till you go through the small tests for the sabr. The est will come gently without even you 

realizing it. Everything is test;  so I need sabr – do not lose even a small chance for reward 

which is bi ghairyhisab . Need sabr just to abstain from that small act that you are trying to 

refrain from.  

What will motivate you is to know that you will get  rewarded for your effort :-  JUST have 

SABR in YOUR HEART– not even any action – and 



• the reward is UNLIMITED ( bi ghairyhisab) .   

• Allah will also give you victory , Love you & be with you with all the aid , and with His 

full support .  

Ayat 2/ 177 : 

 ِ� ـٰ 
�َس ٱۡ
ِ�ر� أَن ُ�َو
�وْا ُوُ�وَھُ�ۡم ِ�َ�َل ٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِرِق َوٱۡ
َ	ۡ�ِرِب َوَۡ�
 ۞ �ن� ٱۡ
�ِر  

 (e)  ِب ـٰ �َ�ِ
ٕٓ(ِ'َِ& (d) َوٱۡ ـٰ +َ	َ
�ۡوِم ٱۡ.َِ-ِر  (c) َوٱَۡ
ِ  (b) َوٱۡ �01�ِ (a)  َن	ۡن َءاَ	(1) َ
نَ  ـۧ 5��ِ �6
 َوٱ

ِ��َن (4)   ـٰ 7َ	َ
َ	(c) ٰ8 َوٱۡ ـٰ �َ�َ
ِ=ۦ(a) َذِوى ٱۡ
9ُۡر(b)  8ٰ�َ َوٱۡ (2) َوَءا8�َ ٱۡ
َ	@َل َ?+8َٰ ُ<�5
ِ��ِل  �7
�َن ) d(َوٱۡ�َن ٱِ+ِ)ٕٓ@ �7
َ�@ِب ) e(َوٱ َو8Aِ ٱ
ر5  

َ+ٰوةَ  �C
 (3)  َوأََ�@َم ٱ

Dَٰوةَ  � (4) َوَءا8�َ ٱ
ز

Hَُدواْ  ۖ  ـٰ  (5) َوٱۡ
ُ	وAُوَن HۡJَ�ِِدِھۡم إَِذا ?َ 

آءِ (c) َوِ<�َن ٱۡ
Lۡ�َسِ  ۗ   �ر �M
ِ�ِر�َن  8ِA  (a) ٱۡ
7َLۡ�َ@ٓءِ (b) َوٱ ـٰ �C
 (6) َوٱ

�ِذ�َن Cََد�ُواْ 
ٕٓ(َِك ٱ ـٰ 
�9ُوَن  ۖأُْوَ�	ُ
ٕٓ(َِك ُھُم ٱۡ ـٰ 
)١٧٧( َوأُْوَ  

It is not Al-Birr (piety, righteousness, and each and every act of obedience to Allâh, etc.) that 

you turn your faces towards east and (or) west (in prayers); but Al-Birr is  

(1) (the quality of) the one who believes (1) in Allâh, (2)  the Last Day, (3) the Angels, (4)  

the Book, (5)  the Prophets [] 

(2) and gives his wealth, in spite of love for it, to (1) the kinsfolk, (2) to the orphans, and (3)  

to Al-Masâkin (the needy poor), and (4) to the wayfarer ( cut off from all his money) , and 

(5) to those who ask, and (6) to set slaves ( or jailed innocent ones)  free,  

(3)performs As-Salât (Iqâmat-as-Salât), and  

(4)gives the Zakât,  

(5)and who fulfill their covenant when they make it, 

(6)and who are patient in (1) extreme poverty and (2) ailment (disease) and (3) at the time 

of fighting (during the battles).  



Such are the people of the truth and they are Al-Muttaqûn (pious - see V.2:2) (177) 

After the 6 characteristics of Al Birr , Allah ends  Ayat 2/ 177 with :  

�ِذ�َن Cََد�ُواْ 
ٕٓ(َِك ٱ ـٰ 
�9ُوَن  ۖأُْوَ�	ُ
ٕٓ(َِك ُھُم ٱۡ ـٰ 
)١٧٧( َوأُْوَ  

Such are the people of the truth and they are Al-Muttaqûn (pious - see V.2:2) (177) 

 

When Allah referred to those who have the 6 characteristics above of Al Abrar,  as َِك)ٕٓ ـٰ 
 /أُْوَ
‘those’ , Allah  had actually exalted, elevated & praised them . They are way above elevated in 

rank . Allah is the One who elevate a person so put it in your heart to WANT to be amongst the 

Al Abrar. So react to the Quran like it is talking to YOU, not about someone else . 

Allah did not say   َِك)ٕٓ ـٰ 
�ِذ�نَ  Cََد�ُواْ  CَBUT Allah saidَۖد�ُواأُْوَ
ٕٓ(َِك ٱ ـٰ 
 those are the truthful ‘ /   أُْوَ

ones’ – they are    /   as saadiqeen / the truthful ones. The Ayat did not say 

ٕٓ(ِكَ  ـٰ 
�ِذ�نَ  Cََد�ُواْ  ۖ  butأُْوَ
ٕٓ(َِك ٱ ـٰ 
  .That means to be truthful, you need renewal    ..أُْوَ

Why does a person who has the 6 characteristics above are called    /   as saadiqeen 

/ the truthful ones ? 

The 6 characteristics ( about belief , solat , zakat , fulfilling covenants)  are a mixture of action 

of the heart &action of the limbs , and a mixture of the rights of Allah&the rights of people . 

So the characteristics are a mixture of different things – in & out ( intrinsic& external) , between 

you & Allah, between you and the creation . The one doing all will be considered as 

AsSaadiqeen . 

Let us know about AS SIDQ . 



 

As Sidq is like a Sun because the person is like a Sun – clear . Not foggy . In a fog , you need 

light & you  just go the way you know , like a sirat , and not venture into new areas / roads . 

When in a fog, I just follow one path to my destiny; otherwise I will be lost. If a person do not 

know the territory, can he come? No. He needs a clear day , he needs the sun to see. In this life , 

you need guidance, you need knowledge like a map to know your destination. This is outside ( 

external) .  

What is inside (intrinsic) ?Inside is SIDQ 

By being SIDQ/ truthful ,Allah will guide me& show me the right way. Those people whom Allah 

magnify &elevate( whom Allah refer to as َِك)ٕٓ ـٰ 
 those’) are those AS SIDQ / truthful whom‘ /أُْوَ

Allah guide to have the 6 characteristics . 

The 6 characteristics :  Belief in Allah alone needs a lot of work. Each of all the 6 characteristics 

need a long journey . BUT look at the sentence � this means that it is their truthfulness that 

make them Al Abrar , make them reach their goal. Our test in life is not about what we do 

outside but about how we believe. The level of  truthfulness in you  is in direct ratio with the way 

Allah is Truthful with you . If I am really very truthful with myself & Allah, I will wantthe 

guidance.‘Allah is Truthful with you’ means Allah will Guide you to what you want. Truthfulness 

is actually like a ship taking you to Allah’s Pleasure . 

If you have truthfulness in the heart , it is as if Allah give you a magnifying glass to see 

everything in the Dunia as it really is . There is no deception . Many people had been deceived 

in life – feeling contented with what they eat, drink &enjoy . It is the Truthful ones whom Allah 

Gives a magnifying glass to see everything clearly &truthfully . The truthfulness of the Al Abrar 

lead them see the deception (of the dunia ).   

Hadith of the Rasulullahsalallahu‘alaihiwasalam : “ If  a person is truthful in hisdoa, ( ie  I 

really want this ) , asking Allah truthfully , “ Ya Allah ,  as*aluka ash shahada / make me a 

martyr” , then  he will die as a shahid even if he dies on his bed” “ . Because of his truthfulness,  



Allah will give him the reward & goal. If you are truthful to memorise& understand the whole 

Quran, but you die before this is achieved , Allah will still grant you the full reward as if you 

memorized the whole Quran.  

People think they achieve their target by their own power . But it is the SIDQ / truthfulness that 

make you reach Allah – not by what we achieve . After all, we are beings with much limitation – 

out body is limited, our time is limited – so we cannot reach to Allah on our own . We reach  

Allah  not through our limbs but through our TRUTHFUL HEART. 

This is the equation in life – applicable to everything . We do not want to substitute with different 

things. We may have a picture in our mind of how one should be to be termed religious, or we 

have in our mind how to be in Paradise. This Ayat talks about how Al Birr are -  but theend of 

the Ayat, Allah stresses  َْد�ُواCَ َن��ِذ
ٕٓ(َِك ٱ ـٰ 
 .They did not get to be Al Birr just like that .  ۖأُْوَ

Check the 6 characteristics & try to truthfully ( withtruthfulness in the heart )fulfil the 

characteristics .  

About As Sidq : 

 

ِدِ��َن  ـٰ �C
َ َوُ�و6ُوْا َ	Zَ ٱ ��ِذ�َن َءاَ	6ُوْا ٱ��9ُوْا ٱ0
َ]@ ٱ ��َLٓ ـٰ �َ)١١٩  

O you who believe! Be afraid of Allâh, and be with those who are true (in words and deeds). 

(119) 

In Ayat 9/119, Allah did not ‘ be As Saadiqeen’ but Allah said : O you who believe! Be afraid of 

Allâh, and be with those who are true (in words and deeds). (119) 

 



Pertaining to َ �9ُوْا ٱ0 ��ِذ�َن َءاَ	6ُوْا ٱ�
َ]@ ٱ ��َLٓ ـٰ �َ  in Ayat 9/199 , we refer too to Ayat 2/177 :  َِك)ٕٓ ـٰ 
أُْوَ
�ِذ�َن Cََد�ُوا
 . see the very strong relation between the SIDQ & the TAQWA –   ٱ

To be truthful, you need taqwa& to be al muttaqeen need to be truthful � these two come 

together. Do not lie to yourself. Be truthful. Don’t lie to yourself :Do not say ‘I want to go to 

Paradise ‘ but you are not doing anything to take you to Paradise . Don’t say “ I love Allah” but 

you are not doing any action to prove that you are loving Allah. Don’t say “ I love 

Rasulullahsalallahualaihiwasalam& I follow his Sunnah ” but I am celebrating his birthday 

which is NOT allowed. Truthfulness has a sign & truthfulness has a taqwa . Be with the truthful 

ones & their influence will be felt . But be amongst the kaadzibeen& the people will be the 

kaadzibeen . 

This is how you see in Ayat 9/199  َن�ِدِ� ـٰ �C
 and be with those who are true“ /  َوُ�و6ُوْا َ	Zَ ٱ

(in words and deeds) “ .To be truthful, surround yourself with the truthful people. Egyou may 

say to your child : ‘ of course you are not intelligent – because you are always with the children 

who only play& are not intelligent. Befriend the intelligent children so at least you will learn 

from them &you will benefit from their intelligence ” . So to be sabr,  be amongst the saabireen 

 

‘As sidq’ from ‘sadeqah’ . You are fulfilling Allah’s covenants with your actions . Meaning if you 

say ‘ I love Allah ‘, you must show it. SIDQ meaning ‘truthful ‘ refers to the truth inside you 

being manifested physically , evident in your actions .  And not the other way around ( it should 

NOT be that ‘ what is physical is then absorbed internally’ ) .  What is in your tongue should be 

manifested in your actions: “Really I love Allah” – this statement in your tongue should be 

followed by you doing His Commands .Or if you claim “ I love her for the sake of Allah” , then 

you must give her excuses if she made mistakes. Be very sure you fulfill the conditions before you 

claim anything. Kalam is easy but actions must prove the kalam. When a person claims anything, 

Allah will test them to see their truthfulness in their claim. This is evident in life : When you say 



“ Anan saabira” , Allah will send tests to check if you are really sabr. These tests are good for 

us – otherwise I will deceive myself , living in a big lie in my life. If you claim ‘ I am sincere / 

mukhlis’ , ‘ I am truthful” , you will be tested. And do not put anyone else in a situation because 

Allah will put them in a trial. Be really saadq / truthful when you say something ie you really 

mean it . 

This is As Sidq:  

1. be   / al wafaalillah  - meaning whatever you say about Allah must be 

fulfilled , ie . Don’t say but you do not do . 

2. / Wa al qaul bi al haq / say the truth in the time of difficulties. 

Sometimes people lie when in difficult times to get out of some problems .

/ ‘ say the truth in the time of difficulties‘ � this is As Sidq because 

she will say the truth even when she knows she will be in more trouble by doing so.  

1-2 above are the definition of As Sidq with actions fulfilling what you said to Allah or to 

people . When you says something, Allah will test you to see whether you are really as you 

said or not. May Allah protect us from saying things we do not mean. Once spoken , you 

cannot claim “ I don’t mean it “ � once said , it’s done. (action will be taken on what you 

said).  

Different types of As Sidq : 

 

1.  / sidq fi al aqwaal – saying the truth in the time of 

difficulty. What makes a person say the truth in the time of difficulty? It will easy to 

say the truth when you are with the truthful ones. Do not put others in a difficult 

situation ie to lie.  If you know she is in trouble, do not ask questions so that she need 

to lie to avoid getting into trouble. Eg  If he does not want to tell you where he is 

going,  don’t push him because then that is intentional on your part. It will on you 

that he had to lie to avoid trouble. Life goes around – when (A)  puts (B) in a difficult 



situation, the  someone else ie  (C) , will put him (A) in a difficult too so that (A) now 

has to lie. What goes around, comes around …  

 

If a person always say the truth( truthfulness with his tongue) , his whole life will 

soon be truthful. His actions will be truthful too because it all starts with the tongue 

.To be truthful with Allah, one must first be truthful with her tongue . Being truthful 

with the tongue is jihad. May Allah Protect us from people who love to lie .AMIN . 

2.   / sidq fi al afwaal – saying the truth with actions 

meaning what you say, you do. What you do is consistent with what you said ; not the 

opposite. What is seen of you on the outside is same as what is inside you . This is 

when one says something – without really meaning it - to make another person happy. 

means you must really mean what you say . Anything in 

your heart should show on your acions. Showing off is not sadq – it is munafiq 

,muraa*i.   He is doing an action but he does feel it in his heart. So   

  means your actions must really reflect what you have in your 

heart. Hypocrites, those who show off, & those who invent in religion are all not 

sadqbecause they are doing contrary to what they think . Some people deceive others 

by saying that they love them for the sake of Allah but they hate them badly !!  If you 

don’t like a person , don’t say “ I love you”. But don’t say “ I hate you “ either … 

just keep quiet . We often say things to get benefit ( but then it may not be the truth 

from your heart)  – that is why  / say what you 

mean .  

3.   / sidq fi al niyyah/Truthful in your niat - ie your niat 

must have ikhlas .- This puts more actions into the niatitself .So : 

 

As Sidq fi al niyyah = al ikhlas 

 

 

1-3 : All are related to each other but by different means .  

 

When you do for the sake of Allah , don’t say anything unless you are really doing it. 

Anyway, why say anything at all ?- Sometimes it’s as if you are proud of yourself or 

you are reminding Allah of  a favor  you did . Because this is in my heart – whether I 

am truthful or I am not. Don’t say “ I am doing this for the sake of Allah ‘. Instead 

say” we hope Allah will make us do this for the sake of Allah “. Don’t affirm it , 



instead say “ I hope I am doing this for the sake of Allah “. We do not want to be 

munafiqeen who say : “ we believe in Allah. You are the Messenger “ but  actually 

they lied. We hope Allah give us ikhlas – so we  cannot say  “we are mukhliseen, that 

is why Allah reward us “  , or “ we are muhsineen “ .  

 

So be truthful in the niat ,   


